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Isaac Julien Das Kapital Oratorio 2015 performance

Lotty Rosenfeld No, no fui feliz (No, no I was happy) 2015 video installation

It was quiet in the Giardini early on the Tuesday before the opening rush that flooded
the tranquil spaces come Wednesday. I started at the Spanish pavilion drawn in by my
delight at starting the tour with the brilliant queer feminist practice of Cabello y
Carceller. Inside I discovered at the pavilion’s centre a jubilantly queered postmodern
reading of Salvador Dalí curated by Martí Manen, while the surrounding spaces
featured Pepo Salazar and the comic-based artist Francesc Ruiz alongside a video
work and installation by Spain’s most thoughtful gender-critique artists, Cabello y
Carceller. Their Venice project, The State of the Art, 2015, takes as its stage the
empty, pre-exhibition pavilion, haunted by the queer meeting space that is the

Giardini in winter without the art crowd, here recast into an installation with largescreen HD video that touched on the most poignant of current issues – desperate
migrants from Africa making perilous journeys to Europe. But in this case selfimposed exile was not undertaken for economic gain; the African woman was driven
by the danger she experienced in societies deadly hostile to her lesbian sexuality. The
lonely and anxious traveller, carrying a small landscape painting hanging on a roughly
tied string on her back, finds refuge in the empty building, only to awaken to
encounter a lively queer and transgender group waiting to audition for an unknown
performance during the course of which they explore the complex issues of menaced
freedom for dissident sexual and transgender subjects, ending with a vibrant rendering
of Amanda Lear’s ‘I’m a Mystery’ in full 1980s drag.
Elegantly but astutely bringing into the play a range of radical thinkers from Hannah
Arendt to Carla Lonzi and Judith Butler, Cabello y Carceller’s work was unique in the
entire Biennale for an aesthetic economy with which it combined a piercing critique
of human vulnerability – economic and sexual – with defiance through creative
solidarity. Yet it set the tone for my elliptical traverse of the rest of the offerings: I
might feel at home after all, I thought. You see, people like me visit Venice in a state
of anguished ambivalence. For those teaching and researching contemporary art,
regular attendance at the big temporary exhibitions is a must if only to see these
variously curated assemblages of current artworks and to discern curatorial politics.
Yet what we encounter on site is the money-driven structure of the art world made
even more visible in opening week: art assembled by means of negotiations between
curators, dealers, collectors and sponsors in order for all of them to work out what to
buy, sell, collect, show. The display itself becomes the occasion for new transactions
where the currently massive financial investment in and profit from contemporary art
itself becomes part of the spectacle.
Please do not take this comment as another tedious repetition of leftist outrage at the
dirty duet of art and money. At the National Gallery of London, the first great dealer
in modern art, Durand Ruel, is the focus of a well-deserved if misconfigured
exhibition as ‘The Inventor of Impressionism’, reminding us of the fact that, in the
free enterprise conditions of artistic production first developed within the capitalist
system during the 19th century, artists needed dealers who dared to take the risks that
followed from their convictions about the importance of new or emerging art. The
history of modern art involves a concurrent appreciation of such courageous dealers
as Berthe Weil, Willem Udhe, Peggy Guggenheim and Leo Castelli. When Clement
Greenberg wrote his famous essay ‘Avant-Garde and Kitsch’ in 1939, he formulated
the memorable insight that while the emerging avantgarde sought to withdraw itself
from the mess of politics and ideology all the better to preserve the very possibility
and purposes of art, it was still, inevitably, bound to certain fractions of the

bourgeoisie by ‘an umbilical cord of gold’. The game has changed radically. The none
too-subtle slippages between art fairs, with their intellectual decoration and outreach
programmes, and biennales (of which there are at least 39 taking place in 2015 alone),
with their intellectual framing of curatorial projects, create new ambiguities for the
relations between critical and even art-historical analysis of this beast, contemporary
art, and the conditions of our encounter with it – perhaps you can see where I am
going.

gesture of doubtful substance. However genuine the artist’s and the curator’s
motivations, as I believe they are, or the hunger of audiences of artists and engaged
visitors, neither have considered Marx’s text deeply enough to create a form to return
us to the critical project that Marx effected in his brilliant and often humorous
rhetorical play on the language. In its both deconstructive and revelatory work, Das
Kapital played with the forms of thought that were the intellectual mode of the
capitalist mode of production.

From my pleasurable encounter with Cabello y Carceller’s finely tuned queer feminist
orchestration of questions of safety and desire in a world of economic inequality and
sexual persecution defied by intellect and art, I was bound to make my way to the
centrepiece of Okwui Enwezor’s central pavilion which exhibited the first half of his
thematic show ‘All the World’s Futures’. Back in 2007, and funded externally,
MoMA New York hosted a conference titled ‘Feminist Futures’, a phrasing which
had the uncomfortable overtones of the prime field of stock market speculation in
‘futures’ that had little to do with utopian politics; naming this Biennale ‘All the
World’s Futures’

The reading I heard included the preface to the second edition, in which Marx
defended himself as a true Hegelian who had merely inverted the great thinker’s
system to reveal ‘the rational kernel in the mystical shell’. Rationalism, for Marx, was
the work of thought that pierced the delusional appearance in which material social
reality becomes veiled by spectacle and disappears into the commodity form. Whereas
Cabello y Carceller have created a form, deceptively simple – four people found on
the streets performing a carefully constructed fictional script – that distils the insights
of our contemporary feminist philosophers (referencing Carla Lonzi’s 1970 essay
‘Let’s Spit on Hegel’), the gesture of asking actors to declaim Marx simply makes
unintelligible the dense and cogent argumentation in which Marx undertook to pierce
the obfuscation and to understand the system whose emergence and consolidation he
witnessed.
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allows a tragic rescanning of the phrase from possessive to constative: ‘All the world
is “futures”.’
In the space named the Arena, alongside a range of performances and events, in four
30-minute sections per day, the Das Kapital Oratorio directed by Isaac Julien will be
performed daily for the duration. Surely Karl Marx’s great work has never been so
relevant as today when the originally mysterious forms of capitalism he so brilliantly
deciphered through the figures of the commodity and the fetish have become quite
naked in their greedy pursuit of profit at any cost, human or planetary, no longer
hiding the extreme selectivity of its benefits and its (im)moral complacency before its
continuous generation of what Zygmunt Bauman names ‘wasted lives’. Supplemented
by a double-screen projection of the artist in conversation with Marxist social
geographer David Harvey before an invited audience that included Stuart Hall and
Paul Gilroy at Iniva, the oratorio seems to place at the heart of this Biennale a
‘critique of political economy’. My saddened conclusion is, however, that it merely
risks affirming the spectacularisation of critical thought. Reading Das Kapital within
this space, this exhibition, this event, empties thought and turns it into an authored

Visiting Venice in opening week only makes clear how deeply the art world is part of
that system in ways in which, far from being creatively withdrawn and only
connected by the charmingly prenatal umbilical cord of gold, the central lifelines of
the art world run on its oil. Yet to be a bit Hegelian, at least in a darker Adornian
sense, there is still the dialectic: the curators such as Okwui Enwezor and many of his
brilliant colleagues both know their predicament and resist with all their imaginative
and intellectual capacity. Yet it seems they missed two things: Marx’s wonderful
sardonic humour and his determination that understanding builds the engines for
change even while the same forces may lead us to catastrophe. What lies between is
the imaginative creation of political consciousness and will.
If the Spanish pavilion made me feel at home for starters, there were many other
instances of the comforting recognition of old friends, artists not from the dealers’
galleries and the auction houses, but from my fine art courses, focusing on my
contemporaries making critical, feminist, queer, postcolonial and leftist artistic
interventions. That was truly strange. For instance, the British presence was pretty
strong: Isaac Julien, John Akomfrah, Chris Ofili, Steve McQueen (Interview AM202)
and Sonia Boyce. Given the considerable debates in recent years about the failure of
British institutions to incorporate the artists of the Black Arts Movement into the
history of British art, this was a vitally important gesture that complemented the often

stunning presence of African and African-American artists, including Glenn Ligon
(Interview AM317), Wangechi Mutu, Lorna Simpson (Interview AM377), Coco
Fusco, Ellen Gallagher and Adrian Piper, whose brilliant conceptual piece addressed
to the participants on trustworthiness has been recognised with one of the highest
awards given by the Biennale. I read that a quarter of the artists in the Biennale were
black. Given this radical shift, I still want to question where were Lubaina Himid,
Maud Sulter (Reviews p26), Claudette Rodgers and Sutapa Biswas, to complement
this rather gender-skewed selection of British artists of the various postcolonial
diasporas. Himid’s long project Negative Positives: Guardian Newspapers, 2007(recently exhibited at London’s Hollybush Gardens), is a sustained analysis of the
political unconscious of the UK’s liberal newspaper, whose representation of black
people Himid tracked and annotated in paint year-by-year, day-by-day, revealing a
deeply troubling effect of exposure and negation in the recurrent alignment of
photographs of black subjects with unrelated stories and screaming headlines about
violence, defeat and abjection: ‘Every day in Britain even the “liberal” press is
simultaneously visualising and making invisible black people’s lives.’
If Piper represents one of the senior American conceptual artists at Venice, video and
multimedia artist Joan Jonas was finally honoured by the US pavilion at the age of 78
and, with her, the area in which she has been one of the great feminist pioneers: video
and moving image installation. They Come to Us Without a Word is a wonderfully
thoughtful and poetic work on ecological peril, human and animal vulnerability and
the imaginative power of stories of otherness – called ghosts – that once haunted the
natural world and gave rise to narratives Jonas asked children to perform in this
entrancing and luminous interior soundscape. Jonas’s deeply painterly work in new
media was finely tuned to the Venice of Bellini, Titian and Carpaccio. In her address
at the opening, Jonas – who first trained as a sculptor – avowed that she approached
her medium in a painterly fashion, always exploring figure/ground relations, while
making a sideways nod to her iconic work in/on video, Vertical Roll, 1970.

Cabello y Carceller The State of Art 2015
video

In the spirit of re-encountering old friends, I went to the Chile pavilion curated by the
veteran curator and art writer Nelly Richard which featured an installation work by
Lotty Rosenfeld, recalling her potent gestures of resistance in post-Allende Chile
when she laid white lines across those on the roads to create a sequence of marked
crosses. Orchestrating two projectors that twisted and rotated, inverted
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and returned, casting their low-definition images on every surface and occasionally on
the bodies of viewers, Rosenfeld assembled the fractured memories of her country’s
tortured history.
What of the African continent itself? I had decided to make this a special interest
although I was defeated in seeking out the Zimbabwe pavilion a day before its official
opening. I spent time in the hurriedly assembled South Africa pavilion in the Arsenale
which had at its heart selected sessions from the endlessly terrifying, horrifying and
moving recordings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission that honoured both
the irreparable trauma of the country and the still urgent debt of memory work. But I
also sought out an independent initiative called the Johannesburg pavilion, a
shoestring project initiated by Roelof Petrus van Wyck with 12 other artists and
curators for a fortnight as a programme of films, performances and studio activities in
Venice. Going beyond the national representation to evoke Enwezor’s erstwhile focus
on African cities – the fourth platform of his 2002 Documenta 11 – and his
relationship with Johannesburg from the infamous second Johannesburg Biennale,
‘Trade Routes’, which he curated in 1997, the group represents a range of artists in
the many South African communities and languages with urgencies and experiences
that fall outside the moneyed system that enables art to travel to the biennales.
Financed on a hope and a prayer with the help of some collectors and sponsors, with
only a selection of the artists able to travel, to get visas, to afford lodgings, and to get
space to do their creative work and show their films, this was an artist-led initiative
that was probably invisible to most of the visitors. It featured major artists like
Senzeni Marasela, who performed on 9 May as Theodorah Hlongwane, a persona
wearing the red dress that marks the married woman, made from Seshoeshoe cloth
from Lesoto, who usually performs by walking into Johannesburg in search of ‘her
husband’, thus embodying women’s waiting and vulnerability. Earlier in the week, I

had enjoyed some art-historical tourism on the side, visiting the Carpaccio painting in
the Accademia where I noted the prominent figure of an African gondolier in the
colourful livery of his sestiere. How much more telling would be Marasela’s solitary
presence in African dress walking the narrow streets of Venice or on the wide
fondamenti leading to the Giardini and the Arsenale, seeking to make visible a
worldwide condition of women through the twin poetics of her Xhosa language and
Seshoeshoe fabric, using this affecting human form to speak of her own life and world
in pointed contrast to the costliness and spectacle of the stored-up-labour-plus-capital
of the grand multiscreen spectacles enclosed in the darkened rooms through which we
pass, ticking off another ‘name’, old friend or even new discovery?
One final old friend arrested me: Chantal Akerman, who had made a sort of debut as
an installation artist in Venice back in 2001. In her work Now, 2015, seven de rigueur
suspended, frameless screens were deployed in a doubled and receding formation in a
darkened room in the Arsenale. Known for long unbroken takes, for slow-moving
shots, Akerman unexpectedly orchestrated a series of fast-moving films of a
disembodied gaze speeding through arid, stony North African and Mediterranean
landscapes. Unstill space was set against a viscerally powerful soundscape drawn
from recordings of the Israeli-Hamas war in Gaza. Visitors to this alien and empty
landscape felt their ears shatter and their bodies shudder with the resonant violence of
bombardment, explosion and gunfire brought close through the penetrating vibrations
of enveloping sound.
No visitor to this year’s Biennale should miss the German pavilion, which is titled
FABRIK (Factory), curated by photography curator Florian Ebner and featuring Olaf
Nicolai, Hito Steyerl (Interview AM375), Tobias Zielony and the duo Jasmina
Metwaly & Philip Rizk.
The artists completely redesigned the interior architecture of the grand building so
that entry was via a narrow spiral staircase that brought us out onto the constructed
top floor, Rooftop 1&2, from which three staircases perilously took us down into a
Workshop, Print Unit and Motion Capture Studio. Having caused some consternation
in Germany when these artists were announced as their nation’s representatives, the
spokesmen for the official sponsors (including Krupp and the Savings Bank) at the
opening waxed lyrical about the installed work that was sharp and hard-hitting about
the (in)human effects of neoliberal economics let loose in Cairo, and about the tragic
dislocation between African migrants’ reception in Europe and their own memories of
home and family. Steyerl’s telling piece posed the questions of power and play: who
controls the internet. The Factory of the Sun is a critical play on a video game that
transforms every human sentiment into light while suggesting the resistance possible
through dance that, even so, remains utterly vulnerable to random drone strikes, real

or virtual. If any show got the relation between form and the political analysis of our
moment, it was this one.
Marx is the ruling genius of this contradictory Biennale which called for futures but
remained somewhat modernist in so gesturing, which struggled to assert critical
thought and social resistance while offering all its objects to a futures market in art
speculation. Marx, however, taught us about the core problematic of the capitalist
system as the structural disappearance of real relations behind phenomenal
appearance. His thought can still provide the theoretical tools for a political
deconstruction of the illusionary and the imaginary that is now a source of
considerable circulation of capital as image. Modernism lived its oblique relation
through postures of resistance and dissidence that depended on the few, the
enlightened bourgeoisie that sustained this curiously anachronistic activity, art. Image
technology, which in Marxist terms is stored-up human labour turned into machines
whose processes and hidden, often gendered labour are opaque to their worldwide
users (and now dependents), has become a dominant means of artistic production,
challenged here and there by older forms of making that depend on craft, economy
and formulation.
If some critics have found this Biennale morose and gloomy, they may be merely
protesting at the truths that the selected artists felt compelled to present. For my part, I
found intelligence, humour, pathos, compassion and moments of staggering beauty
amid the hard-hitting confrontations with politico-economic systems we barely
comprehend in their own unbounded ‘creativity’. Next stop Istanbul Biennale in
September.
GRISELDA POLLOCK is an art historian and art writer.

	
  

El Estado de la Cuestión _un ensayo performativo, 2015
Vídeo HD, color, sonido, 18’30’’
Instalación site-specific en el Pabellón español de la Bienal de Venecia 2015
El Estado de la Cuestión _un ensayo performativo ocupa dos salas del edificio
del pabellón español en los Giardini durante la 56 Bienal de Venecia. Se trata
de un proyecto realizado ex profeso para la exposición Los Sujetos,
comisariada por Martí Manen, exposición que parte como referente de la
institucionalizada, polémica y misógina figura de Salvador Dalí.
En un momento histórico de reformulación de las prácticas estéticas y políticas
en las democracias europeas, El Estado de la Cuestión indaga en los
retorcidos modos con que el poder simbólico alienta las nuevas formas de
exclusión social. “El futuro nos mintió hace tiempo, en el pasado” cita a Bao
Ninh (El dolor de la guerra) uno de los personajes. El futuro se está
construyendo sobre capas de mentira legitimadoras de un pasado reciente; ser
consciente de ello ayuda a comprender el desarraigo y desconcierto
paralizantes que dominan una sociedad nutrida de falsedades y melancolía.
Aislada en su egocentrismo, Europa ignora las nuevas disidencias políticas y
persiste en escindir la esfera pública de la privada. En este contexto
desconcertante, los cuatro personajes de El Estado de la Cuestión inquieren
verbal y visualmente, desde una estratégica posición micropolítica, situados en
la confluencia entre sexualidades disidentes y marginalización encubierta. Por
ello coinciden en un espacio/tiempo absurdo, reflejo del espacio/tiempo
absurdo de muchos disidentes en occidente, de la vida ralentizada por la
espera, en una sociedad mercantilizada que nos lleva a levitar sobre el dolor.
El vídeo El Estado de la Cuestión _un ensayo performativo se proyecta sobre
una pantalla situada encima del palet en el que se performativizó el baile de la
penúltima escena del film, recuperando por tanto en su presentación algunos
de los elementos que conforman el espacio narrativo y que ayudan a compartir
y de algún modo revivir situaciones ficcionalizadas de las que sin embargo
somos también partícipes. En una sala anexa se reúnen las notas al pie que
acompañan al ensayo: documentación con las citas y referencias que aparecen
en pantalla, así como cuatro objetos asociados a los cuatro protagonistas y una
pancarta desplegada con el lema “El Drag es Político”, eje a partir del cual se
desarrolla la acción.
El audiovisual se plantea como un ensayo performativo de ficción dividido en
cinco actos y se desarrolla en el mismo lugar en el que se expondrá por
primera vez: el interior del Pabellón español de la Bienal de Venecia. El rodaje
tuvo lugar durante el periodo intersticial de abandono en el que se desmonta
una exposición y se prepara la siguiente. La trama incorpora el espacio
significante del pabellón como representante del territorio Schengen y también
como representante de un país deprimido por una crisis económica producto
de las políticas neoliberales, causantes del deseo de huida de la población
joven en busca de recursos y futuro. Retomando metodologías estéticas
brechtianas, feministas, queer y del cine experimental dragueado de serie B, e
incorporando un aroma Tropicamp, se estructuran secuencias a través de las
que transitan actuantes amateurs en un despliegue de estrategias

interpretativas construidas desde lo real [como es habitual en proyectos
anteriores, nuestros actores intervienen en cada narración aportando una
conexión que parte de sus propias experiencias vitales].
Una mujer migrante cruza la frontera y se cuela subrepticiamente por las verjas
que cierran el espacio español del pabellón. Este personaje inicial acarrea su
historia consigo y porta un cuadro que simboliza la pesadilla de la frontera, el
mar tempestuoso. Transcurrida una primera noche solitaria, encuentra a otros
tres personajes que aguardan en una de las salas del pabellón (aquella que
después servirá como lugar de exposición del proyecto). La espera tiene como
objetivo realizar unas pruebas de selección de personal, el casting, que les
conducirían a la consecución de un contrato de trabajo; una situación
recurrente en la que se halla actualmente varada la población que acumula
trabajos precarios y en la que se suelen exigir habilidades más cercanas al
mundo del espectáculo que a la realidad laboral posterior. La espera marca
también el espacio temporal durante el que se desarrollará toda la acción, ese
limbo en el que habitarán los cuatro en una historia sin final.
Cada personaje porta a su vez un objeto que utiliza como fetiche/amuleto y que
describe su posición ideológica en la sociedad. Dos viven activamente el drag
político activando en sus cuerpos lo que ellos mismos denominan como “glam
proletario”, todxs viven activamente la disidencia sexual. La acción se
desarrollará en los espacios periféricos del pabellón durante casi toda la
película, hasta que finalmente los cuatro personajes decidan asaltar la sala
central, el lugar en el que hipotéticamente se realizarían las pruebas de
selección, sin que esta acción les conduzca a obtener un fin concreto. El
desenlace se produce en esa mezcla de alegría y amargor festivo que rodea
los sueños juveniles, intentando resistir ante la mediocridad que les rodea.
La sala de exhibición anexa acompaña a la proyección de citas y referencias
que aparecen en el vídeo. En ellas se hace visible la alusión directa a escenas
de películas como Un perro andaluz (Luis Buñuel, Salvador Dalí), contestado a
través del corte de un pene, o el baile de Banda Aparte (Jean-Luc Godard),
incorporado a la coreografía final. También presencias como Judith Butler, Bao
Ninh, Franz Kafka o Carla Lonzi sobrevuelan una historia que culmina con una
celebración política centrada en la canción I’m a mistery interpretada por
Amanda Lear en 1986. Lear, amante oficial de Dalí y reconocida cantante de
los años 70 a quien el pintor identificara como una mujer transexual (a pesar de
que ella lo niega reiteradamente), publicó esta canción refugiada en la cara B
de un LP. En ella se juega con la grafía de la palabra mystery (misterio) y se
escribe el término como mistery (cruce entre señor y misterio), es decir, “I’m a
mister-y”. La reinterpretación de su letra por los cuatro personajes
protagonistas de El Estado de la Cuestión evoca sueños y realidades en una
performance que puede interpretarse como canto al misterio de unos géneros
siempre indefinidos y a la ruptura de las fronteras impuestas sobre ellos.
Es a través de la música como se ha performativizado tradicionalmente la
visibilidad de las disidencias de género, con el mundo del espectáculo como
refugio del ‘monstruo’ y constatación de la alteridad. Pero ahora más que
nunca, el drag es político.

ENG
The State of the Art_ a performative essay, 2015
Video + Site-specific installation at the Spanish Pavilion, Venice Biennale 2015

The State of the Art_ a performative essay occupies two spaces at the Spanish
Pavilion in the Giardini during the Venice Biennale 2015. It was purposely
conceived for the exhibition The Subjects, curated by Martí Manen, and which
uses the institutionalized, polemic and misogynous figure of Salvador Dalí as a
referent.
In a moment of historic reformulation of aesthetic and political practices for
European democracies, The State of the Art inquires into the warped manners
with which symbolic power encourages new forms of social exclusion. “The
future lied to us, there long ago in the past”, says one of its characters, quoting
Bao Ninh (The Sorrow of War). The future is being built on layers of lies that
legitimise a recent past; being conscious of it helps us to understand the
estrangement and paralysing bewilderment that dominates a society fed on
falsehood and melancholy. Isolated in its egocentrism, Europe ignores the new
political dissidences and persists in maintaining a split between public and
private spheres. In this disconcerting context, the four characters in The State of
the Art enquire verbal and visually, from a micro-political stance, while placed in
the confluence between dissident sexualities and undercover marginalization.
They happen to meet in an absurd space/time, a reflection of the absurd
space/time where many dissidents live in the West, of a life slowed down by an
endless wait in a commercialised society that takes us to levitate over pain.
The State of the Art_ a performative essay is projected in one of the spaces of
the Spanish pavilion, the screen placed over the pallet on which the dance in
the penultimate scene of the film was performed. Its presentation consequently
recovers some of the elements that conform the narrative space helping to
share and somehow revive fictionalised situations in which we are in some way
involved. A second annex space contains the footnotes that go with the essay:
documents with the quotes and references used on the video, as well as four
objects associated to the four characters and the unfolded banner with the
motto “Drag is Political”, a concept around which the action is developed.
The video is set out as a fictional performative essay divided into five acts, and
it takes place in the same space where it will be exhibited for the first time: the
interior and immediate exterior limits of the Spanish Pavilion at the Venice
Biennale. It was shot during the interstitial period of abandon when a show is
taken down and the space is being prepared for the next exhibition. The plot
incorporates the space of the Pavilion as a signifier for Schengen territory and
also as representative of a country depressed by an economic crisis that is a
product of neo-liberal politics that has fired the wish of a young population to
escape in the search of resources and future. Retaking feminist, queer and
Brechtian aesthetic methodologies from experimental and in-drag B cinema,
and incorporating a Tropicamp scent, sequences are structured, and through
them amateur performers circulate in an unfolding of interpretive strategies

brought from the real.
A migrant woman crosses the border surreptitiously traversing the fenced door
that encloses the Spanish space of the pavilion. This first character carries her
story with her and transports a painting that symbolises the nightmare of the
border, a tempestuous sea. After an initial solitary night, she finds another three
characters that wait in one of the halls in the pavilion (the same halls that will
serve as exhibition space for the project). The waiting has as an objective the
participation in a recruitment process, an audition which may take them to get
an employment; a recurring situation for a good part of the population, currently
aground in an accumulation on precarious mini-jobs, and for which it’s become
frequent to be asked for abilities that are closer to the show business than to
subsequent labour activity. The wait also marks the temporal space during
which the action will occur, that limbo the four will inhabit in a story without end.
Each character owns an object that acts as a fetish/amulet and describes their
ideological position in society. Two of them actively live political drag, activating
what they call ‘proletarian glam’ in their own bodies; all of them actively live
sexual dissidence. The narrative will start unfolding around the peripheral
spaces of the pavilion until the four protagonists will ultimately assault the
central hall, the location where the final tests of the selection process would be
meant to take place, although this action will not meet a concrete outcome. The
ending therefore produces in them that recognisable mix of celebratory joy and
bitterness that frequently surrounds youthful dreams, in an essay to resist the
persistent mediocrity around them.
The second space’s installation helps to support the projection of quotes and
references that appear on the video screen. Direct allusions to different film
scenes are made visible here: Un Chien Andalou (Luis Buñuel and Salvador
Dalí), which is contested with a penis cut, and the recognisable dance scene in
Jean-Luc Godard Bande à part that appears incorporated into the final
choreography. Presences like Judith Butler, Bao Ninh, Franz Kafka or Carla
Lonzi overfly a story that culminates in a political celebration orchestrated
around the song I’m a Mistery, originally interpreted by Amanda Lear in 1986,
when it was released sheltered on an LP B-side. Lear, a well known singer in
the 70s and former official lover of Dalí, was identified by him as a transsexual
woman (in spite of her reiterated denial). The song’s title makes a play on the
word mystery, deliberately misspelled as mistery, resulting in the hidden
statement I’m a Mister (y). The reinterpretation of the song’s lyrics by the four
characters in The State of the Art recalls an array of possible dreams and
realities in a performance that can be interpreted as a tribute to the mystery of
vague and un-defined genders, and to the breaking of borders imposed on
them.
It is through the music that gender dissidences have traditionally been
performed, with the show business as a refuge for the monster and as
ascertainment of otherness. So now, more than ever, drag is political.

Artecontexto, 2011
Juan Vicente Aliaga.

